
—Lancaster Farming, Saturday. May 13, 1972

Tips on Pictures
There was a time when strict

rules governed your choice of
pictures and appropriate frames.
Today, those rules are nothing
more than suggestions or guide
lines to the all-important
selection of what you like.

Don’t be uptight about buying
or framing pictures. Mrs. Helen
Puskar, Penn State Extension
home furnishings specialists,
says there are a few tips on
framing and pictures which could
help

When you select frames,
remember that a frame enhances
a picture and separates it from
its surroundings Select a color
for the frame that is a shade
slightly lighter than the darkest
color in the picture

Since they can be cleaned,
frame original oil paintings
without glass Keep other works
of art which can’t be washed or
cleaned under glass for
protection against dust and at-
mospheric changes

Mats make small pictures look
more important and serve to lead

An amazing feed that has cured hundreds of
horses afflicted with heaves. No longer is there
any need to destroy or lose valuable horses
that show symptoms of heaves.

• No additional roughage or grain required
• Keeps horses in top condition
• Supplies complete nutritional needs
• All-in-one feeding program
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the eye gradually into the pic-
ture. As a general rule, mats
should not be less than two-and
one-half inches at the top and
sides, nor less than three-inches
at the bottom. Mats can be tinted
to pick up a color in the picture.
And textured or patterned mats
can be used with prints having
clean, sharp lines and colors.

There are no set rules on where
to hang the framed picture.
Combine any number of pictures
in a variety of sizes, shapes and
frame styles, as long as all of
them compose a shape-usually a
square, a circle, or a rectangle,
that pleases you.

In hanging a picture, a good
rule of thumb for a single picture
is to hang it with its center just
about eye level with a person of
average height For a group of
pictures, choose a central picture
as the key. But, before attaching
them to the wall, lay them on a
flat surface Move them about
Assure yourself of the most in-
teresting arrangement

Generally speaking, a large
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"Mailbox Improvement

Week”, a traditional observance
which contributes nationally to
environmental quality, will be
observed May 15-20.

For many years, the start of
Mailbox Improvement Week has
served as a signal for special
community efforts to encourage
repairing, painting, identifying,
and other improvements in the
security and appearance of about
18.5 million rural and suburban
curbline-type boxes.

The observance helps in
promoting the security of mail as
well as in contributing to the
appearance of the boxes, which
may often be damaged by the
previous winter’s weather.

wall needs a large picture or
grouping. A narrow place will
hold a vertical picture A wide
area needs a horizontal piece of
art And a very small picture
should be placed in a very small
area Or, you could use it in a
grouping of pictures to increase
its visual weight

Fix-It Tip
The filter on your air con-

ditioner serves the purpose
of keeping dust and dirt off
the coils and other parts of
the unit. This is a mixed
blessing because as the filter
fills up with dirt it cuts down
on the air that enters the air
conditioner. Dirt also causes
the refrigeration unit to be-
come overloaded as the air
flow is cut down.

Cleaning is an absolute
must to keep the air condi-
tioner working properly. In-
spect the filters at least once
a month, more often under
very dusty conditions.

“Mailbox Improvement Week”
has been observed for
generations, particularly in rural
areas and small communities.
The effort is still especially
important for rural delivery
areas because more Americans
receive their mail today on rural
routes than ever before.

The typical rural mailbox
today is a far cry from im-
provised receptacles used by
country dwellers in the early
years of rural service, starting in
1896, when old tin cans nailed to
trees were early favorites. Today

makes less noise
while it bales more hay

Ibox Improvement Week

AVAILABLE NOW

SOYBEANS
These Top Yielding Varieties

★ Certified Amsoy-early variety.

★ Wayne-mid season.

★ Wabash-medium late, forage
type.

★ Certified Cutler-medium to full
season.

Contact us for complete information

Smokefwn, Pa. Ph. 397-3539

New 336 Baler

manufacturers, in cooperation
with the Postal Service, have
developed modernistic designs,
suitable for use with decorative
posts.

As part of the observance of
May 15-20, the Postal Service is
seeking community assistance in
promoting the campaign and
asking all personnel directly
involved in rural deliveries to
cooperate with householders in
making certain their receptacles
comply with regulations on such
matters as safety and ac-
cessibility.
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A quick glance reveals clean,
uncluttered styling. But good looks
of the new 336 Baler goes much
more than skin deep.

The striking absence of chain
spells quiet operation and low
maintenance. The exclusive equal-
angle hitch (optional) reduces
powerlme vibration and chatter and
smooths out corners. The V-belt

Shofzberger's Londis Bros. Inc.665-2141 Lancaster 393-3906

A. B. C. Groff, Inc. M. S. Yeorsley & Sons
New Holland 354-4191 West Chester 696-2990

driven pickup and feeding auger,
roller-mounted plungerhead, and
gear-driven knotter run quietly and
require minimum maintenance.

The 61-inch wide pickup with 80
teeth, giant 289-square-inch feed
opening, and 80 30-mch-long
plungerhead strokes per minute set
new capacity standards.

Stop in and see the new 336 now.


